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Abstract 
There are simple idealized mathematical models representing the stirring of fluids. The models 
we consider involve two fluids entering a chamber, with the overflow leaving it. The stirring 
creates a Cantor-like, but connected, boundary between the fluids that is best described point-set 
topologically. We prove that in many cases the boundary between the fluids is an indecomposable 
continuum. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Our goal in this work is to study the boundary between two mixed fluids from a new 
perspective. Turbulence, however mild, is a chaotic phenomenon, which although not in 
general precisely defined, has been extensively studied. We investigate a highly simplified 
model of the flow of two viscous fluids (of equal density) in the plane. The fluid is stirred 
and has been stirred for all time in the past, and we examine the boundary at some instant 
in time. In many situations in a bounded container, the boundary would become dense 
and the fluids totally mixed. We however envision a container with fluid entering and 
leaving. No diffusion is allowed so the boundary remains sharp. We consider both the 
periodic case where the fluid is periodically squeezed and rotated and the aperiodic case 
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where the sequence of applications of R (the squeeze map) and J (the stirring or rotation 
map) is chosen at random. For each point (2, y) at time 0, we can examine the trajectory 
as time approaches --oo. If the trajectory diverges to y = +CG as time approaches -co, 
we say that (CC, y) is a point of the red fluid, while if the trajectory diverges to -CQ, we 
say that (2, y) is a point of the blue fluid. Suppose that A* denotes the collection of all 
points in the plane that are neither red nor blue. (More precise statements follow.) Let 
x be the 2-point compactification of A* obtained by adding the points oc,’ = (00, 0) 
and oc; = (-oc,O)._Th en f or our model, 2 is a continuum. We give examples in the 
periodic case where A has no interior, is indecomposable, and is homeomorphic to a 
Knaster continuum. (See Theorem 13.) The periodic case is the study of a map F (a 
composition of R’s and J’s that repeat periodically). Hence, it is a dynamical system 
and A* is invariant under F. Many papers study continua that are invariant under maps. 
The aperiodic case is somewhat different, but represents a clear physical situation. In 
the aperiodic case x is generically (for generic sequences of R and J) arclike and 
indecomposable (Theorem 26). A measure can be placed on the set of sequences in a 
standard matter, in which case we prove that for almost every sequence, A contains 
(nontrivially) an indecomposable continuum that contains the points ocz = (co, 0) and 
G = (-co,O), and 2 h as no interior (Theorem 27). 
The usual approaches to fluid flow have been through partial differential equations 
such as the Navier-Stokes equations or through statistical mechanics. Here we consider 
a discrete time process consisting of two discrete maps from the plane to itself which 
model fluid flowing into a chamber, allowed to leave at the same rate at which it is 
entering, and stirred inside the chamber. The fluid is sufficiently viscous that it has the 
consistency of glycerin or even toothpaste. Since we wish to study the interface between 
the two fluids, called red and blue, entering the chamber, the fluid enters the chamber 
from two openings. (See Fig. 1.) The main object is to describe topologically the nature 
of the fluid boundary when the experiment has been going since time t = --co. At 
time t = 0, the observer, a topologist, looks inside the chamber and describes the fluid 
boundary. The nature of the inteface of the @ids is an indication of the complexity 
of the behavior. In the future we hope to study the more complicated 3-dimensional 
case. 
red fluid enters 
mixed fluid leaves +- -+ mixed fluid leaves 
L blue fluid enters 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experiment. 
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In Figs. 2-9, computer generated pictures illustrate the results of the experiment in a 
number of different situations. The pictures were made with the software Dynamics [5]. 
Each considers a map of the form F = J o R. Representative parameter values of X 
and 00 were chosen in order to show different possibilities for the boundary continuum. 
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate boundaries that are probably indecomposable continua, Figs. 4-8 
illustrate boundaries that contain “bubbles”, i.e., invariant open sets, and Fig. 9 illustrates 
the simplest sort of boundary, one that is homeomorphic to a straight line. We show in 
this paper that the cases illustrated by Figs. 2, 3, and 9 happen. It follows from KAM 
theory that the invariant open sets occur for appropriate parameter values. We hope to 
investigate these open sets from a purely topological point of view in a future paper. 
Fig. 2. The figure (probably) illustrates the situation in Theorem 12. We take X = 5 and 6’0 = 3, 
so that F = JS o Ri. The squeeze factor X dominates here. The fluids and resulting boundary are 
pictured at the top, while the lower figures give a closer look at the boundary. The figure at the 
middle right is a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the middle left inside the small rectangle. 
Likewise, the lower left is a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the middle right inside the 
rectangle, and the figure at the lower right is a blow-up of the portion of the lower left figure 
inside the small rectangle. Shaded regions are part of the red fluid, but portions of the red have 
been erased or lightened in order to show the boundary more clearly. The boundary is at the edge 
where black and white meet. 
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Fig. 3. The figure (probably) illustrates the situation in Theorem 13. We take X = 20 and 00 = 12, 
so that F = 520 o R12. The squeeze factor X dominates here, too, but there is quite a bit more 
rotation than in the previous example. The fluids and resulting boundary are pictured at the top, 
while the lower figures give a closer look at the boundary. The figure at the middle right is a 
blow-up of the portion of the figure at the middle left inside the small rectangle. Likewise, the 
lower left is a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the middle right inside the rectangle, and 
the figure at the lower right is a blow-up of the portion of the lower left figure inside the small 
rectangle. Shaded regions are part of the red fluid, but portions of the red have been erased or 
lightened in order to show the boundary more clearly. The boundary is at the edge where black 
and white meet. 
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Fig. 4. In this figure the situation is quite different from the previous ones. We take X = 2 and 
QO = 24.5, so that F = Jz o R24.5. The squeeze factor X is dominated here by the rotation, which 
is quite strong. The fluids and resulting boundary are pictured at the top left. (The x-scale runs 
from -20 to 20.) The other figures give a closer look at the boundary. The figure at the top right is 
a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the top left inside the small rectangle. Likewise, the lower 
left is a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the top right inside the rectangle. The figure at the 
lower right is a blow-up of the portion of the lower left figure inside the smaller rectangle, but 
inside the “bubble”, additionally, a number of point trajectories have been plotted. Note the typical 
or Hamiltonian sort of structure demonstrated by these trajectories. It appears in this figure that 
there is a smaller invariant open region which has 6 components. (Trajectories appear to remain 
inside these regions, too, with the 6 smaller regions being “periodic” of period 6.) These bubbles 
are an important feature of stirring processes and often a big problem when they occur in physical 
systems. In our model, they apparently are fairly rare. (See the section on random results, as well 
as the periodic section.) 
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Fig. 5. This is another bubble picture. We take X = 2 and 6’0 = 3, so that F = J2 o R3. The 
squeeze factor X is dominated here somewhat by the rotation, but the rotation is not nearly so 
strong as in the previous example. The fluids and resulting boundary are pictured in the picture 
at the top, top left. (The z-scale runs from -5 to 5.) The other figures in the top picture give a 
closer look at the boundary. The figure at the top, top right is a blow-up of the portion of the figure 
at the top, top left inside the small rectangle. Likewise, the top, lower left is a blow-up of the 
portion of the figure at the top, top right inside the rectangle. The figure at the top, lower right is 
the same as the top, lower left figure, but inside the period two bubbles, additionally, a number of 
point trajectories have been plotted. Note the typical or Hamiltonian sort of structure demonstrated 
by these trajectories, as well as those trajectories plotted in the bottom picture. The middle and 
bottom pictures depict a further blow-up of the invariant region. It appears that the invariant open 
set has two components here, which flip back and forth as the map is iterated. (The rotation is 
approximately x radians.) The bottom picture is just the middle picture with trajectories plotted 
in addition to the boundary. The origin is a saddle point here, and one trajectory appears to be a 
separatrix (the curve that appears to be folding onto a curve containing the origin). 
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Fig. 6. This is another bubble situation, but it shows what occurs when the rotation strongly 
dominates a mild squeeze factor. We take A = 1.5 and 00 = 15, so that F = J1.5 o RIG. The fluids 
and resulting boundary are pictured in the picture at top. (The z-scale runs from - 1 to 1.) The 
figure in the middle is a blow-up of the top figure, and it seems to show a rather large invariant open 
region containing the origin with a smaller invariant open region with four components around the 
large one. The bottom figure is the same as the middle figure, but inside the bubbles a number of 
point trajectories have been plotted. 
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Fig. 7. Now we examine a mild rotation and a mild squeeze. We take X = 2 and 00 = 1, so that 
F = J2 o RI. (The z-scale runs from -1 to 1 in the top, top left picture, and it runs from -3 
to 3 in the bottom, top left picture.) The other figures in the top picture give successively closer 
looks at a portion of the boundary. There is a fixed point at both the “pile up” places in the top 
pictures. This occurs because arctan(2) - arctan(l/2) < 1 (Lemma 14). Theorems 17 and 18 also 
suggest that this fixed point is a saddle point. The figure at the bottom shows more features of 
this boundary. The bottom, top right, is a blow-up of the portion of the figure at the bottom, top 
left, inside the small rectangle. The bottom, lower left shows the basins of infinity of the figure 
at the top right. That is, it shows those points that go to either c~$ or to CO, under iteration by 
F. The different bands show successively higher times in order to leave the unit disk. The figure 
at the bottom, lower right, is the same as the bottom, lower left, figure, but inside the bubble, 
additionally, a number of point trajectories have been plotted. 
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Fig. 8. Now we examine a mild rotation and a somewhat stronger squeeze. We take X = 3 
and 00 = 1, so that F = .I3 o RI. (The z-scale runs from - 1 to 1 in the top, top left pic- 
ture.) There is again a fixed point at both the comers in the pictures, which occurs because 
arctan(3) - arctan( l/3) < 1 (Lemma 14). The figure at the bottom left shows a blow-up of the 
boundary, and is centered at the origin with x-scale from -0.2 to 0.2. The top right picture shows 
the basins of infinity of the figure at the top left. That is, it shows those points that go to either 
‘XZ or to 00; under iteration by F. The different bands show successively higher times in order 
to leave the unit disk. The figure at the lower right is a blow-up of the upper right figure, but 
inside the bubble a number of point trajectories have been plotted. In this figure we are close to the 
situation of the next figure, but are not quite there. It is important that arctan(3) - arctan( I /3) < I. 
even though it is just barely that. When arctan - arctan( l/X) 3 1. Theorem 16 applies. and 
the boundary must be much simpler. 
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Fig. 9. Last we examine an extremely mild rotation and a somewhat stronger squeeze. We take 
X = 3 and 00 = 0.7, so that F = J3 o RQ.~. (The x-scale runs from -1 to 1 in the top left 
picture.) There is now no fixed point except at the origin in the pictures, which occurs because 
arctan(3) - arctan(l/3) > 0.7 (Lemma 14). The figure at the top right shows a blow-up of the 
boundary, and is centered at the origin with x-scale from -0.2 to 0.2. The origin is marked in 
this picture with a cross. The bottom left picture shows the basins of infinity of the figure at the 
top right. The different bands show successively higher times in order to leave the unit disk. The 
figure at the lower right essentially shows the unstable and stable manifolds of the origin, which 
is a saddle point in this case. When arctan - arctan(l/X) 2 1, Theorem 16 applies, and the 
boundary must be homeomorphic to the real line. The dynamics here are extremely simple, and 
this is not a very interesting case. The unstable and stable manifolds were obtained by iterating - 
the axes under F and its inverse, respectively. The stable manifold is also A-. (The set z is 
defined in Proposition 1 and discussed in Sections 3 and 4.) 
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2. Background, definitions, and notation 
We take as our space the plane R*, and for convenience, endow the plane with a partial 
compactification. Let 00 = { 03,’ i m;jy+: CQ; ~ m; }, and compactify the E and y-axes with 
these four new points, so that the resulting space Y = R2 U 0 is homeomorphic to the 
subspace 
X= {J:EIW*: d(z,O) < 1orzE {(-l.O),(l.O),(O,-l),(O,l)}} 
of IR2 endowed with the usual subspace topology. Let 
R, = {(x:0): 2 E EP} u {cc,+,(x),}. 
JR, = {(O,y): y E IR2} u {o+c,}. 
(As the notation suggests, 
lim (z, 0) = co,‘, lim (z,O) = oci, 
5’3L z--Dci 
lim (0, y) = ccj, 
Y-m 
lim (0, y) = 03y.I 
y--m 
The fluid motion permitted in our model consists of two invertible, area preserving 
motions that are alternated. One is the squeeze map JA on Y: suppose X > 1; for (z, y) 
in Iw*: define the squeeze map Jx(z!y) = (Xx,y/X), and, for 1 E co, define Jx(l) = 1. 
This map represents fluid entering the container (coming from co: at time -cc if the 
fluid is red or oc; if the fluid is blue), and leaving the container (going to KJ~ at time 
oc if the fluid is red or 00; if the fluid is blue). See Fig. 10. The other map is the 
stir or rotation map RQ, on Y. Suppose 80 > 0. Using polar coordinates, define the 
map RQ,, so that there is no motion outside the unit circle centered at the origin, i.e., 
RQ,, (r., 0) = (r. O), if T > 1. Define RB~(T, 0) for points inside or on the unit circle 
(0 < r 6 1) so that each circle concentric about the origin is invariant, and so that if S 
is one of these circles, then Ro, 1 S is a simple counterclockwise rotation. Further, define 
Rs,, so that it is a homeomorphism, so that the limit as T approaches 0 of the rotation 
is 00, and so that circle rotation strictly decreases from f30 to 0 as T goes from 0 to I. 
See Fig. 11. For convenience, we make the following definition: when speaking of the 
map RQ,,. the statement hat the origin is rotated by 00 radians means that the limit as 
T approaches 0 of the rotation is 00. The specific form of Re,, is not usually important 
to us, but many examples of such homeomorphisms exist. For example, we can define 
Ro,(T,~) = (r>Q) for (r,0) notintheopenunit ball O,(O), and Reo(r,8) = (1-r2)20a+8 
for (T, 19) E Dr (0). This example, in addition to satisfying the properties required, is also 
a diffeomorphism, and it is the map used in making the computer generated figures. (See 
Figs. 2-9.) It is possible to choose a rotation map with the properties desired so that 
it is a C” diffeomorphism. Note that the specific map Re, defined above expressed in 
rectangular coordinates is Reo(x, y) = (cc, y) for (z, y) $! III (0) and Reo(x, y) = (x’. y’). 
where 
z’=J:cos((l-22 - y2)*Ha) - y sin (( 1 - 3~’ - y’)‘f)o)! 
y’=ycos((l--* - y*)*Ha) + z sin (( 1 - x2 - Y*)~&) 
for (2: y) E DI (0). 
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Fig. 10. The figure illustrates the simple dynamics of Jx (acting alone). See also Trivial Example 2. 
Fig. 11. The figure illustrates the simple dynamics of Re,, (acting alone). See also Trivial Example 3. 
Note that as r goes from 0 to 1, rotation decreases from 80 to 0. 
Remark. 
(1) We emphasize that both Jx and Re, are area preserving where area is computed 
in the standard way in the plane and the points of 00 have area 0. 
(2) The points of BU{O} are all fixed points for both Jx and Re,, . Additionally, R, and 
I&, are invariant under Jx, and each point not in III(O) = ((2, y): d(z, 0) < 1) is 
fixed under Re,, . For 0 < r 6 1, let S, = {Z E R2: d(z, 0) = r}. Each circle ST 
is invariant under Reo. Similarly, for r > 0, let Q.(O) = {(x:, y): d(z,O) < r}. 
Use N to denote the positive integers, % to denote the nonnegative integers, and Z 
to denote the integers. We use I, II, III, and IV to denote the four (open) quadrants of 
the plane in the usual fashion. Let rr, : Y -+ Iw, and ry : Y + IQ, denote the respective 
projection maps. Let IIzII denote the usual norm of points in IR2, i.e., if z = (~1, x2), 
then 11~11 = dm. If W c Y, then IV” denotes the interior of W in Y, while w 
denotes the closure of W in Y. 
A continuum is a compact, connected, metric space. If X is a continuum, and X’ 
is a closed, connected subset of X, then X’ is subcontinuum of X. A continuum is 
decomposable if it can be written as the union of two proper subcontinua. Otherwise it 
is indecomposable. Equivalently, a continuum X is indecomposable if and only if each 
proper subcontinuum of X is nowhere dense in X. Note that indecomposable continua 
cannot be locally connected at any point. 
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All indecomposable continua share a certain structure. If X is a continuum and 2 is 
a point in X, then the cornposant of X containing z is the set Corn(z) = {y E X: 
there is a proper subcontinuum X’ of X containing both x and y}. Further, Corn(z) 
is a dense, connected subset of X. All indecomposable continua have c many disjoint 
composants. The composants of an indecomposable continuum partition that continuum, 
i.e., if Corn(z) nCom(y) # 8, then Corn(z) = Corn(y). Each composant of an indecom- 
posable continuum is a first category, F,-set in that continuum. (An F,-set is one that 
can be written as the countable union of nowhere dense sets.) If a continuum contains 
two disjoint composants, then it must be indecomposable. For more information about 
the structure of indecomposable continua, see the second volume of C. Kuratowski’s 
Topology [4]. 
Suppose that for some X > 1, f3a > 0, J = Jx and R = Re,. For each integer i, let 
Fi denote one of the maps J and R. Now when our topological observer looks at the 
stirring process at time t = 0, he/she is able to tell what map was applied at time -1 
fairly easily, what map was applied at time t = -2 not quite so easily-in general, the 
further back in time the map was applied (large negative i), the more difficult it is to tell 
whether the map applied was J or R. The phenomena present at time 0 are the result of 
all maps applied since “time t = -co”, i.e., these phenomena are a result of the limiting 
process limiico F_, o F-2 o F-3 o . . o F-i. When we say that the process has been 
going on for all time in the past, we mean that we are considering this limiting process. 
Note that 
(F_, o F_-2 o F_3 0. ‘. o F-,)-l = Fr,’ 0.. o F-_: o F-_: o FI;. 
A finite collection C = {cg, cl, . . , c,} is a chain if c, n cj # 0 if and only if 
]i - j( < 1. If the elements of C are open sets, then C is an open chain. However, in 
this manuscript our chains have elements consisting of closed neighborhoods intersecting 
only at their boundaries. Thus, we define a tiling chain C = { ~0, cl, . . . , c,} to be a chain 
whose elements are closed sets and such that cp n cy = 0 for i # j. The mesh of a chain 
c = {Q,Ci,... ,cn} is the positive number a = sup{diam(ci)}. If for each E > 0, 
the continuum X has an open or tiling chain cover of mesh less than E, then X is an 
arclike, or chainable, or snakelike continuum. Equivalently, an arclike continuum X is 
one that admits for each E > 0, a continuous map fE : X + [0, l] such that for each z 
in [0, 11, diam f;‘(x) is less than E. 
Finally, let A0 = [ - 1, l] x [- 1 , 11, and, in general, for each integer i define Ai = 
[-X2, Xi] x [-Xei, Xi]. Let 
U{co~,co~}, and A-= 
The Knaster continua are the simplest indecomposable continua, and may be defined 
in association with the Smale horseshoe map as follows: 
Suppose 12 is a positive integer greater than 1, and let D denote the stadium shaped 
region pictured in Fig. 12. Note that D is the union of two semicircular sets A and B 
and a rectangular region R. (Warning: the semicircular set A in this horseshoe map- 
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The stadium 
Fa(b) in D F;(B) F:(D) indicated in F3(D) 
F,(D) in D F,(B) 
Fig. 12. At the top, the stadium region D is pictured. In the middle figure, F3 (D) is shown in D, 
then Fj (D) in F3 (D) is indicated. At the bottom, R’s(D) is shown in D, then F:(D) is indicated 
in F’(D). Note that F3 involves folding D inside itself 3 times, while Fs involves folding D 
inside itself 5 times. 
Knaster continuum discussion is not the same as the planar sets A, A+, A-, Aj (j E 2%) 
which are associated with our stirring model construction and are defined in the pre- 
ceding paragraph. In later discussion and proofs, the set B (with various superscripts, 
subscripts, and embellishments) also appears, and again these later defined B-sets are dif- 
ferent from this semicircular set associated with the horseshoe map-Knaster continuum 
construction.) Then the horseshoe map F, takes D into itself by contracting R vertically, 
expanding R horizontally, contracting A and B radially to fit on the now long and thin 
acted upon R, folding the resulting set n - 1 times, and reinserting it inside D. This 
can be done so that F, is a diffeomorphism, F,(D) n R consists of n rectangles, each 
vertical line segment in each of these rectangles is the image of a vertical line segment 
in D under F,, each horizontal line segment in each of these rectangles is the image of 
a horizontal line segment in D, F,(A) is contained in the interior of A and F,(B) is 
contained in the interior of B. It is well known that the dynamical system (0, F,) has 
the following properties [1,2,3,6] (see Fig. 12)): 
(1) Since D > &CD), K, = n,,, F?(D) is the intersection of a nested collection 
of continua, and is therefore a continuum. The continuum K, is arclike and inde- 
composable, and each of its proper subcontinua is an arc. Also, Fn(Kn) = Kn. 




For n even, n,,, F?(A) consists of a single point p,, which is an attracting 
fixed point. The basin of attraction for p, (i.e., the collection of all points in D 
attracted to p,) consists of all points z.z in D not on a vertical line intersecting C,. 
For n odd, n,,, F,“(A) consists of a single point p,, and n,,, F,“(B) consists 
of a single point qn, with both p, and qn being attracting fixed points. The union 
of the basins of attraction for the points p, and qn is the set of all points z in D 
not on a vertical line intersecting C,,. 
The homeomorphism F,, 1 C, is conjugate to the full n-shift on on C,. 
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3. Basic results 
Proposition 1. For X > 1 and 00 > 0, JX (A) C A and Roe(A) C A. Iffor each i E s, 
F, = Jx or F, = RQ,, . then 
.X=~~F~OF,-,~..~~F~(A) 
j=o 
is a continuum contained in A, and, likewise, 
A- = fi (FyO~,_, O...O~o)-‘(A) 
j=O 
is a continuum. 
Proof. Note that 
JA(A)= fi [-Xj,Xj] x [-X-j,X?] u{cc,+.oo,}cA, 
i 3=1 ) 
and Re,, ( Ao) = Ao, while for 5 $! Ao, Re,,(z) = 2. The result follows since A is 
compact. Similar arguments prove that 
AI-- = fijF,o& o...oF&‘(A) 
j=O 
is a continuum. 0 
Trivial Example 2. For X > 1, f-j,“=, Ji (A) = Iw,. Further, if z = (x, y) E R2, and 1~ > 
0, then each r,Ji(z) > 0 for each i, and limi,, J:(z) = IX,’ if 5 > 0, limiioo J:(Z) = 
00, if IC < 0, and limi,, J;(z) = 0 if 5 = 0. Likewise, if z = (z, y) E R2, and y < 0, 
then each 7rTTyJJ,(z) < 0 for each i, and limi,, J:(z) = CG~ if x > 0, limiim J:(Z) = 
co; if 2 < 0, and limi,, J:(z) = 0 if z = 0. If z = (x,0) E R2, and x > 0, then 
7r,<Ii(~) = 0 for each i, and lim~_+oo J:(z) = ~,f if z > 0, limi_m J:(z) = 00; if 
z < 0, and lim,,, J;;(z) = 0 =Ji(z) if n: = 0. (See Fig. 10.) 
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‘hivial Example 3. For 0,, > 0, n,“=, R&(A) = A. For z $ DI (0), Re,, (z) = z and 
i%,(O) = 0. For z E I&(O)\(O), d(z,O) = rz for some T, > 0. If Srz undergoes 
an irrational rotation, then each member of S,, is a limit of some subsequence of
&0(z), R&(4, @&), . . . > and if STL undergoes a rational rotation, then z is periodic 
of period qz, where for some positive integer p,, the rotation of S,., is (2r)p,/q,. (See 
Fig. 1.) Also, if z E 01(O), then there exist sequences 711,722,. . . and ml, m2, . . . of 
positive integers and sequences ~1, ~2, . . and WI, ‘~2, . . . of points of D,(O) such that 
(1) ry(.zi) > 0 for each i and 7rY(wi) < 0 for each i, and 
(2) limi,, R;i(zi) = z = limi,, R;;OL*(wi). 
Proposition 4. For X > 1, 0 < T < 1, Jx ( Sr) = ET is an ellipse, as is J; ’ (Sr) = E-r. 
Further, Jx takes vertical ine segments o vertical ine segments, horizontal line segments 
to horizontal line segments, lines through the origin to lines through the origin, lines to 
lines, andfor each r, Jx(D,(O)) n Jy’(D,(O)) C Dr(0). 
Suppose that X is a metric space, and f : X -+ X is a homeomorphism on X. Then 
the point 2 in X is a wandering point for S if there exists some open set o in X which 
contains 2 and has the property that fn(o) f7 $” (0) = 8 for each n, m E Z, n # m. 
Proposition 5. If F is a finite composition of the maps Jx and Reo with F not RF0 for 
some n > 0, then Y\(Ao U 00) consists of wandering points and x = n,,, F”(A) is 
a continuum with (A\Ao)” = 0. 
Proof. That 2 is a continuum follows from Proposition 1. Since F ( (Y\Ao) is a fi- 
nite composition of Jx’s, Y\(Ao U 03) consists of wandering points. Suppose that the 
proposition is not true. Specifically, suppose u is an open set in x\Ao. Without loss 
of generality, suppose ‘u C Ai \Ai_ 1 for some i > 0. Then F(w) = J,“o (VJ) for some 
no 3 1, since &,(z) = z for IC not in Ao. Further, {Fn(v): n 3 1) is a mutually dis- 
joint collection of op_en sets, which implies that_{Fn(v): n E Z) is a mutually disjoint 
collection. Now F(A) = F(n,>, F”(A)) = A, so U{Fn(v): rz E Z} C A C A, and 
there is some N such that if 12 3 N, F-“(v) 2 Ao. Since each factor map of F is area 
preserving, F is area preserving, so F+(w) has the same positive measure, say o, as v 
does. This is a contradiction, since this means that A0 contains an infinite collection of 
disjoint open sets, all of measure o. The proposition follows. 0 
Lemma 6. If F is afinite compositi_on f the maps Ji and Re,, then no point of (&A,)’ 
wanders. If C is a component of (A n Ao)‘, then Fn(C) = C for some n. 
Proof. If 2 is a point of (2 n Ao)” which is wandering, then there is some open set 
21 containing 2 and contained in (2 fl Ao)’ with the property that { Fn(w): n E Z} 
is a collection of mutually disjoint open sets. But w has some positive measure cy, and 
each member of {F+(w): n E N} has measure LY and is contained in Ao. This is a 
contradiction. 
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Fig. 13. The regions MI, M2, M3 and M4, as well as the lines .LI, L;, LGx and LGA are pictured. 
Points on Lz and L; stay the same distance from 0 when mapped by Jx. Those points on Lz 
map to L:,x, while those points on L, map to LGx. Points in M2 and M4 map closer to 0 by 
J,J while points in MI and M3 map further away from 0. 
If (x n Ao)’ # 0, then F(A n AO)” = (2 n Ao)‘. Let C denote the collection of 
all components of (An Ao)’ (which is a collection of nonempty disjoint open sets). If 
C E C, then for some positive integer n, F”(C) = C: for some 72, F”(C) n C # 0, for 
otherwise there again exists an infinite collection of mutually disjoint open sets each with 
positive measure and each contained in A. If F”(C) n C # 0, then F”(C) n C = C, 
for otherwise C is not a component of C. 0 
The following sets come up in many of the remaining results. Thus, we define 
Ml = {(z, ?4): k/I < xx:>, M2 = {(z. 9): y > +I}> 
M3 = { (2, Y): k/l < --xx}, M4 = {(z y): -y > Xlzl}. 
Similarly, define 
Jq = {(xc, Y): IYI < X/X}! M2e = {CT Y): Y > Id/X}, 
M; = 1(&Y): IYI < -4x}, M; = { (2, Y): -Y > WX}. 
Also define the boundary lines for these sets: 
L; = {(~,xx): z E IR}, L, = {(q -Xx): z E R}, 
L:lx = { (2, z/X): z E R}, Lllx = {(z, -x/A): J: E R}. 
Lemma 7. Suppose X > 1. Then Y \(LI U L,) consists of the four mutually disjoint 
regions MI, Mz, M3, and M4. (See Fig. 13.) Zf(z, y) is in MI U M3, then d((z, y), 0) < 
d(Jx(z,y),O);if(z,y) isin MzuM~, thend((z,y),O) > d(Jx(z,y),O);andif(z,y) isin 
LlUL,, then d((z,y),O) = d(Jx(x,y),O) with Jx(z,y) in L7’lx = {(x,x/X): II: E R} 
if (2, y) is in Lz, and with JX(CC, y) in LGx = {(z, --x/X): 5 E R} if (x, y) is in L,. 
Further; if(x,y) E S, n (LI U L,), then JJ,(x, y) E ST. 
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Lemma 8. Let F = Re,, JA for some -90 > 0, X > 1. For each 0 < m < A, let 
W, = {(xt,yl): x1 E Iw and lyl] < m}. 
If x is a point in Y, then the forward orbit OS(x) = {F”(x): n 3 0} is not contained 
in Dt (0) n W,. More specifically, if x is in W,, there is some N > 0 such that if 
n > N, then (each) F”(x) is in Mt\Dt(O), or (each) F”(x) is in M3\01(0). Similarly, 
if for each m > A, W; = {(xl, yl): XI E Iw and ]ylI 3 m}, and x is a point in Y 
whose forward orbit OS(x) = {Fn(x): n > 0) is contained in Dt (0) n WA, then the 
sequence (F”(x)) ~0 converges to the point 0. 
Proof. Suppose x is a point in Dt (0) f’ W,, and OS(x) is contained in D,(O) n W,. 
Let Re, = R and Jx = J, so that F = RJ. Then 
d(x,O) <d(J(x),O) = d(F(x),O) < d(JF(x),O) = d(F2(x),0) 
< d( JF2(x), 0) = d(F3(x), 0) < . . . . 
In addition, J(x) is closer to the x-axis than was x. Thus, J(x) is on a circle SaJC,) 
of larger radius than the circle ,S’,= that x is on, and R rotates J(x) less than it 
would have rotated x. Suppose there is some 0 < a 6 1 such that the sequence 
(d(F”(x), O)),~O converges to a. Since D,(O) n W, is compact, we may assume that the 
sequence ( Fn (x) ) n>~ converges to some point z in Dt (0) n W,. (Note that the sequence 
(d(F”(x), O))+O is strictly increasing, and all accumulation points of (Fn(x)),20 must 
be in S,.) Further, since J(W,) 2 W&, F(z) must be in Dt(0) n W,. But then 
the sequence (F”+’ (x))naa converges to the point F(Z), so that z = F(z), while 
d(F(z),O) > d(z,O). Th us, there is a least N such that FN(x) is not in D,(O), and 
FN(x) is either in A41 or FN(x) is in M3. If FN(x) is in Mt, then for all n > N, F”(x) 
is in Mt, since FN+m(x) = JmFN(x) f or m > 0. A similar statement holds if FN (x) is 
in Ms. The proof that if x is a point in Y whose forward orbit OS(x) = {F”(x): n > 0) 
is contained in Dt (0) n W;, then the sequence (Fn(x)),>o converges to the point 0 is 
similar and we omit it. 0 
Corollary 9. Let F = Re,, JA for some 00 > 0, X > 1. If o is a component of an invariant 
open set for F contained in 2, then it is not possible for { Fn(o): n E 24) to be contained 
in some W,, where 0 < m < X and W, = {(xl, yl): XI E Iw and ]yt/ < m}, nor 
is it possible for {F”(o): n E Z} to be contained in some W;, where m > X and 
W; = {(~l,Yl): XI E R and ]yl I 3 m}. 
Lemma 10. Suppose F = Re, JA for some 00 > 0, X > 1, and f : [a, b] + Iw2 is a map 
such that, for x in [a, b], 7r,f(x) = 2. If0 < x1 < x2 implies llf(x1)ll < llf(~2)ll, 
then 1IJf(x1)11 < IIJf(3411 and IIF(f(x~))ll < lIF(f(~2))ll~ If21 < x2 G 0 implies 
Ilf(x2)ll < llf(x1)ll, then llJf(x2)II < IIJf(x~)ll and IIW(~2))ll < IlW(~~>)ll. 
Proof. Suppose first that 0 < x1 < x2 implies ljf(xt)j[ < Ilf(x2)11. Then let f(w) = 
(xl, ~1) and f(x2) = ( 52,y2). Then xf < xi, xf+y: < x~+y~ and x:+y,‘--(x:+y:) > 0. 
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Thus (xi - z$) + (y,” - yf) > 0 and, since (xz - ~7) > 0, (z; - z:) + (y,’ - y:)/X2 > 0. 
Thus X2(x: - XT) + (yi - y/:)/X2 > 0 or ]]Jf(xt)]] < ]]Jf(~z)]l and it follows, since 
Reo preserves norm, that llJV(~~))ll < IIW’(~2))ll. 
Next suppose that xl < 22 < 0 implies ]]~(zz)]] < ]]f(xl)]]. Then 0 6 -x2 < -XI, 
and xz < XT. Hence, (xy - xs) > 0 and (xc: + y:) - (z$ + y,‘) > 0, so that (x: - xz) + 
(yf - ?/;)/A2 > 0 and X2(x: - xz) + (yf - &)/A2 > 0. Thus, IIJf(n)il < IIJf(m)Il 
and IIfYf(~2))ll < IlKf(~~))ll. 0 
Lemma 11. Suppose $0 > 0 and R = RQ, is a diffeomorphism. If X is sufJiciently large, 
80 is not an odd multiple of 7r/2, F = RQ”JA, and V = {(IG, y): 1x1 < l/X}, then there 
exists a positive number M such that for each positive integer n and each a in [-1, I], 
each component of F”(IE, x {u}) n V IS a differentiable curve which can be expressed 
as the graph of a differentiable function f : [ - l/X, l/X] + [- 1, l] with derivative f’ 
such that M > sup{ If’(x)]: x is in [-1/X, I/X]} and 4M2/X < 1. 
Proof. Now R(IK,) 0 IF& has a finite number of components. Choose X > 0 so that for 
each a in [-I, I], the set F(IK, x {u}) n V has the same number of components as 
R(IRZ) n JR, does. Since 00 is not an odd multiple of 7r/2, this can be done, and although 
it may well be the case that the curves in F(IK, x {ct}) n V have vertical tangents at a 
finite number of places, none of these vertical tangents occurs on the y-axis, and V will 
not contain any such points on the curves. For each a each of those components can be 
expressed as the graph of a differentiable function f : [ - 1 /A. l/X] + [ - 1, 11, and if 
F = {f: [-l/X, l/X] + [-l,l]: the graph off is the set F(IW, x {u}) n V 
for some a}: 
then there is some positive number Al such that 
M > sup { 1 f’(z) 1: z is in [-l/X, l/X] and f is in _‘} 
and M > 1. Now, if necessary, increase the value of X so that X > 4M2. (Note that 
as the value of X increases, the size of an appropriate M for that X decreases because 
V gets narrower while If’], for f in F, decreases. Thus, increasing X does not increase 
an appropriate value of M.) Also, there is 0 < E < 1: such that if g : [ - 1, l] + [- 1, l] 
is a differentiable function with sup{ ]g(x)]: 2 is in [-1, 11) < E, sup{]g’(x)]: x is in 
[-I, 11) < E, and c: [-l/X, l/X] + [-1, l] 1s a 1 d’ff erentiable function whose graph is 
a component of {R(z,g(z)): 5 is in I-1, l]} f or some such differentiable function g, 
then sup{ (c’(x) I: x is in [-l/X, l/X]} < 2M. Again, if necessary, increase the value of 
X so that 2M2/X2 < E. (This will not affect the properties just discussed. See Fig. 14. 
What we are really doing here is just using the squeeze of J to flatten out the rotated 
curves and put them “close” to the x-axis. Choosing X and M large enough ensures this, 
and we also use this largeness to ensure that V is sufficiently narrow that the vertical 
tangencies are not included.) 
Note that each component of each F(IW, x { u})flV extends from the left boundary of V 
to the right boundary of V, and can be represented as the graph of a differentiable function 
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Fig. 14. The figure shows the relationship between V = {(x,y) in I!%*: 1x1 < l/X} and Re,Jx(A) 
necessary to ensure that Lemma 11 holds. (In this figure 00 is approximately r). 
f : [-l/X, l/X] + [-1, l] with derivative f’ such that sup{]f’(z)]: z is in [-l/X, l/X]} 
is less than M. Then Jf: [-l/X, l/X] + [-1, l] is a differentiable curve with derivative 
(Jf)’ such that sup{](Jf)‘(z)]: z is in [-l/X, l/X]} is less than M/X2 < Me3, and 
M/X2 < E. Then each component of {RJ(z, g(x)): zz is in [ - 1, 11) can be represented 
as the graph of a differentiable function ft : [-l/X, l/X] + [- 1, l] with derivative f,’ 
such that sup{ If:(z)]: 5 is in [-l/X, l/X]} is less than 2M. It follows that 
{ (5, Jfl(x)): x is in [-l/X, l/X]} G IR, x [-l/X, l/X], 
and sup{I(Jf~)‘(~)l: 2 is in [-l/X, l/X]} < MP3. Then each component of 
{RJ(z,fl(z)): 2 is in [-l/X, l/X]} n V 
can be represented as the graph of a differentiable function gt : [-l/X, l/X] ---t [-1, l] 
with sup{ ]gi (x) I : cc is in [-l/X, l/X]} < 2M. This process can continue, and the result 
follows. 0 
Theorem 12. F = R, JX and R = R, is a diffeomorphism. For suficiently large X, 
x = n,,, F”(A) has empty interiol; and is homeomolphic to the Knaster continuum 
K3. Also, C = {x in D,(O): F”(z) is in Q(O)f or all n} is an invariant Cantor set, 
and F I C is conjugate to a 3-shift. (See Fig. 2.) 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5 that x\Ao has empty interior. Thus, we need only 
prove that Arl A0 has empty interior. If (xfl&)O # 0, then F(xnAo)’ = (xnAo)’ C 
Ao. Let u = (2 n Ao)" . Choose X sufficiently large so that Lemma 11 holds for F. Let 
V = {(&Y): 14 < l/X}. 
Note that F(Ao) n V contains all points z of 2 such that z and F(z) are contained 
in Ao. Because each component of F(Ao) n V extends from one vertical boundary of V 
to the other, each component of J[F(Ao) n V] extends from one boundary of A0 to the 
other, and there are exactly three components of this set. (We are applying Lemma 11 
here.) Thus, each component of F[F(Ao) n V] in t ersects each component of [F(Ao) n V] 
and extends from one vertical boundary of each component of [F(Ao) n V] to the other. 
Hence, Lemma 11 guarantees that F [F(Ao) n V] n [F(Ao) n V] consists of exactly nine 
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components, each extending from boundary to boundary and F[F(Ao) fl V] consists of 
nine components also, and the process can continue. At the nth iterate of F, F"(Ao) n A, 
consists of exactly 3”-’ components, each extending from one boundary of A0 to the 
other. Thus, it follows that e = n n20 F"(Ao) is a Cantor set of continua. Applying 
Lemma 11 and noting that if H is a vertical line and 
h,, = max {I/El\: g is a component of H n (F"(Ao) n Ao)}, 
then the size of X forces limndw h, = 0, we also get that each component of 6 is an 
arc and that C = {X in 01(O): F"( z is in D,(O) for all n} is an invariant Cantor set. ) 
It follows from arguments quite similar to the standard horseshoe map arguments 
discussed in the second section that F 1 C is conjugate to a 3-shift and that i is homeo- 
morphic to the Knaster continuum K3. 0 
Theorem 13. Suppose 130 > IT/~, 190 is not an odd multiple of rr/2, and R = Reo is a 
diffeomorphism. If X is s@iciently large, m is the unique positive odd integer such that 
(m - 2)7r/2 < 190 < mr/2, and F = Re,, Jx, then 2 = n,,, F"(A) has empty interiol; 
and is homeomorphic to the Knaster continuum K,. Also, 
C = {z in D,(O): F”(z) is in Q(O)for all n} 
is an invariant Cantor set, and F 1 C is conjugate to an m-shift. Furthel; m is the 
number of components of R(IW,) n Iw,. (See Fig, 3.) 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5 that A\Ao has empty interior. Thus, we need only 
prove that An A0 has empty interior. If (kAo)” # 0, then F(_hAo)' = (in A,)" C 
Ao. Let u = (2 n Ao)'. Choose X sufficiently large so that Lemma 11 holds for F. Let 
v = {(X, y): 151 6 l/X}. Th ere is some odd positive integer m such that (m - 1)7r/2 
and 00 are between (m - 2)7r/2 and mrr/2. 
Note that F(Ao) n V contains all points z of 2 such that z and F(z) are contained 
in Ao. Because each component of F(Ao) n V extends from one vertical boundary of 
V to the other, each component of J[F(Ao) n V] extends from one boundary of A0 to 
the other, and there are exactly m components of this set. (We are applying Lemma 1 I 
here.) Thus, each component of F[F(Ao) n V] ' t m ersects each component of [F( Ao) n V] 
and extends from one vertical boundary of each component of [F(Ao) n V] to the other. 
Hence, Lemma 11 guarantees that F[F(Ao) n V] n [F(Ao) n V] consists of exactly m* 
components, each extending from boundary to boundary and F[F(Ao) n V] consists of 
m* components also, and the process can continue. At the n th iterate of F, F"(Ao) n A0 
consists of exactly mn-’ components, each extending from one boundary of A0 to the 
other. Thus, it follows that (? = n ntO F"(Ao) is a Cantor set of continua. Applying 
Lemma 11 and noting that if H is a vertical line and 
h, =max{i/&ll: ii’ is a component of H n (F" (Ao) n Ao) } , 
then the size of X forces lim,,, h, = 0, we also get that each component of 6 is an 
arc and that C = {X in D,(O): F"( z ) is in Dt (0) for all n} is an invariant Cantor set. 
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It follows from arguments quite similar to the standard horseshoe map arguments 
discussed in the second section that F 1 C is conjugate to an m-shift and that 2 is 
homeomorphic to the Knaster continuum K,. 0 
Remember that the object we wish to study here is the boundary between the fluids. For 
F a finite composition of the squish and stir maps, that means studying the following 
sets: let B = {X E Y: there is a sequence of increasing integers 121, n2, . . and a 
sequence of points 21, x2,. of Iw, such that F”’ (XI), Fn2(x2), . . . converges to x}, 
and let 5 = B U { : o o is a bounded component of Y\B}. Now it is not difficult 
to prove that B and 2 are continua contained in 2, but it would be nice if 5 were 
the same set as 2. The continuum 5 represents the continuum obtained when one has 
been alternating the application of the squish and stir maps for all time in the past, and 
considers the limit of the (augmented) z-axis Iw, U {cm$, m; }. For a case in which 
a finite composition F of the squish and sitr maps is being considered (equivalently, a 
case in which an actual discrete dynamical system is under investigation, as opposed 
to an arbitrary sequence of applications of squishes and stirs), one can study the limit 
lim,,, F-n(PS, U {co,+, co;}) by studying lim,,, Fn(Ik, U {co:, ca,}). If this 
“limit” even exists (and we prove that for F of the form Re,Jx, it does), then it is 
an invariant continuum, and if we have found the latter, we have found the former. In 
one case B is not 2, and that is the case of Trivial Example 3, where 2 = A, but 
B = 5 = D1 (0) U IR,. However, the next lemmas and Theorem 19 show that for 
compositions of the form F = RJ, 5 = AI. 
From another point of view, studying the boundary between the red and blue flu- 
ids means looking at the boundary between the set of points that came from co: (the 
red points) and the set of points that came from m; (the blue points). Denote this set 
by C3: precisely, let G + denote that component of Y \x that contains cot, and let 
G- denote that component of Y\A that contains 00;. Then define C3 = {X E Y: 
for each open set o that contains 2, o intersects at least two sets in the collection -- 
{(G+)“, (G-)“, (g)‘}} U (B)“. It is also the case that for F = RJ, C3 = 2. This is 
proved in Theorem 20. Essentially, proving that C3 = A means proving that there are 
no “tendrils” or “hairs” of 2 sticking above or below 2 which are contained in (y\A). 
Let 191 = arctan - arctan(l/A). 
Lemma 14. 
(1) If 00 > 19~ = arctan - arctan( l/X), then F = Reo JX has a fixed point in 
quadrant I and a fixed point in quadrant III. 
(2) rf 00 < 01, then F has only onefied point (0) in D,(O) . 
(3) If 80 > 81 + ‘in, then F has period 2 points in each quadrant. 
(4) If 190 > 7~12, then F has period 4 points in each quadrant. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that 00 > 191 = arctan - arctan( l/X). Suppose that q denotes the 
unique point in I C? Lz n STs,. Then J(q) is the unique point in I f? LT,,,_ fl ST,, , and 
F(q) = RJ(q) = q. There is likewise a fixed point in III n LI fl ST,, . 
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(2) Recall that each point of Mz U Ma moves closer to 0 under F, and each point of 
Ml U A!fj moves further away from 0, while points on Lr U L; stay at the same distance 
from 0 under application of F. Since points on L, move off L, under F, as do points 
on Li (because they do not get rotated back to LI after moving to L$A under J), the 
result follows. 
(3) Suppose that 00 > 01 + 7r. Suppose that qx denotes the unique point in I n Ll n 
s T8,+r. Then F(q,) = qk is the unique point in III n Lz n STs,+“r, and F2(qx) = 
F(qk) = qX is the unique point in I n Lz n STS,+n. Thus, quadrants I and III contain 
the period 2 points qa and qk. Next suppose that qn,Il denotes the unique point in 
II n L, n ST_ _ Then F(G,II) = qk,rr is the unique point in IV n L; f~ S,__,, , and, 
as before, there exist period 2 points in III and IV. 
(4) Suppose that 00 > 7r/2. Then let pl denote the unique point in I n Lz n STw12. 
Then F(pl ) = p2 is the unique point in II n LX n Sr,,z, F2(pl) = p3 is the unique 
point in III n Li n ST_,2, and F3 (pl) = p4 is the unique point in IV n L, n STnIz. Since 
F4(pl) = pl, the result follows. 0 
Lemma 15. Suppose F = ReoJx for some X > 1, 80 > 81 = arctan - arctan( l/X). 
Zf x is in 1111 U Ad3 and x is outside S,,, , then eventually F”(x) is not in D,(O). Zf x is 
in R(MF) U R(ML) and x is outside S,,, , then eventually F-“(x) is not in D,(O). 
Proof. Let R = Reo and J = JA. Without loss of generality, suppose x is in Ml and x is 
not inside S,, . The proof for z in M3 is similar. Then J(x) is in Ml, and d( J(x), 0) 3 
d(x, 0). Since’ x is not in S,,, , J(x) is in S,, for some 0 < 191, and R does not rotate 
J(x) back to the ray containing x. Thus, d(F(x), 0) 3 d(x, 0), and F(x) is in MI, but 
outside S,,, Then we can continue: it follows that d( JF(x), 0) > d(F(x), 0) 3 d(x, 0), 
and applying R next results in an even smaller rotation, so that d( F*( x), 0) > d( F( x) , 0)) 
and F*(x) is in Ml. In general, d(Fn(x),O) > d(F+‘(x),O), and Fn(x) is in 111,. As 
in a previous argument, since the distances from 0 are strictly increasing, eventually the 
forward orbit of x is outside D1 (0), but remains in Ml. 
The proof of the second part is similar and is omitted. 0 
Theorem 16. Suppose F = Re,, Jx for some X > 1. and 0 < 00 < 191. Then B = 2 E 
Iw,. (See Fig. 9.) 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.5 that each member of MI U A& is eventually mapped 
out of DI (0) by F, and that each member of R(M2-) U R(M;) is eventually mapped 
out of D,(O) by F-‘. Further, 
(MI U M3) U (RP;) u R(M,)) = Y, 
and it is not difficult to see that there are four disjoint connected, open sets, Q,, 02, f23. 
and Q4 such that 
Q, = {z in Y: x wanders from CQ~ to ooz}, 
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02 = {z in Y: 2 wanders from coy’ to co;}, 
6)s = {X in Y: z wanders from ooy to co,}, and 
04 = {X in Y: z wanders from c$’ to co,‘}. 
Further, we can apply Lemma 10 to conclude that, if L denotes the arc on Li from 0 to 
the boundary of D,(O) , then the Hausdorff limit L& of the sequence L, F(L), F2 (L), . . . 
is homeomorphic to a ray that begins at 0, has one-to-one projection K,L&, and extends 
to co,‘. Further, under iteration by F, each point of L&=\(O) wanders from 0 to oc,‘. 
Likewise there are sets L& , L,$+, and L;, each homeomorphic to a ray; each with 
initial point at 0; each having one-to-one projection, respectively; and each extending to 
co;, o+ or ocy, respectively. Each point of L&, wanders from 0 to oo;, each point 
of L&, wanders from co: to 0, and each point of L,x& wanders from oo; to 0. Then 
LzoT U L&Z is homeomorphic to IR and IF&, and the result follows, since 
Theorem 17. Suppose F = R,g, Jx for some X > 1, and 7r/2 < 00. Suppose that q 
denotes the unique point in I n Lxf n A’,,, and pl denotes the unique point on I n LI n 
S r,,Z. Then q is a jxed point for F and pl is a period 4 point for F. Let P denote the 
unique arc on I n Lt that extends from pl to q. For each point integer n, there exists a 
unique s&interval P, of the arc P which has initial point t, and terminal point q on 
S T0, such that 
(1) P?l+1 c P,, 
(2) Fn(Pn) is the graph of some continuous map fn : [a,, b,] + [- 1, l] such that 
(a> [an,&1 C [-1,1] and gr(f,([an,&])) C M2, where 
gr(fn([h,M) = {(~,fn(~)): z is in [hbl}, 
(b) ifx < Y in [an,&], then 0 < fn(x) < fn(v), and 
Cc> ifx < Y in bn,bJ, then II(~.f,(~))ll < II(~,.fd~))ll, and 
(3) if 0 is a ray contained in M2, then 0 intersects Fn(P,) in the unique point q,e, 
and llqloll < llcmll < llmll < ... < lholl < ... < 1. 
The arcs F’(Pl), F2(P2), . . . converge (with respect to the Hausdoflmetric) to the 
urc Q, which 
(1) is contained in M2 n D,,, (0), 
(2) is the graph of some nondecreasing function f : [a, b] -+ [- 1, 11, with [a, b] c 
[-l,ll, 
(3) has the property that ifx < Y in [a,b], then Il(~f~(x))lI < ll(~,f~(y))Il, and 
(4) has the property that if 0 is a ray contained in M2, then 0 intersects Q in the 
unique point qs, and q18, q2e, 4x8, . converges to the point qe. 
Moreovel; F(Q) > Q and Q C: A. 
Proof. Let P denote the arc on LI which has initial point pl on Sr,,z and terminal point 
4 on ST,, , and let PI = P and tr = pl. Then F(P) satisfies Properties (2) and (3) of the 
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statement. (Note that J(P) is an arc on L:lA which has initial point J(tl) on STnIz and 
terminal point J(q) on S,,, . It follows from Lemma 10 that F(P) has the properties 
desired.) Also, F(P) U P is an arc, and F(P) intersects each S,, for 7r/2 6 t < 81 in 
exactly one point, as does P. Moreover, F(P) f? S,, intersects a ray lying to the left of 
the ray on which P n S,, lies except that F(P) n S,,, = P n S,,, = {q}: and F(P) 
lies in Mz. 
Then F2(P) U F(P) is also an arc. Since Lemma 10 can be applied to F(P) n I and 
JF(P) f’ I must intersect S,_,,, it follows that 
is an arc which extends from some unique point qzol on the ray 0 = u (which is actually 
that portion of L, above the z-axis), where a = x - arctan X, to the point q. Let 
p2 = Fe2(F2(p) nZn (&, (0)\DTn,L(o))), 
so that P2 is an arc on P = PI. Then P2 satisfies Properties (l)-(3) of the statement, and 
also F2(P2) intersects each S,, for 7r/2 < t 6 81 in at most one point, as does F(Pj). 
Moreover, F2(P2) n S,, intersects a ray lying to the left of the ray on which F(P, ) n S,, 
lies except that F2(P2) n S,,, = F(P,) n S,,, = {q}, and F2(P2) lies in M2. 
We can continue this process: at the nth level, F” (P,_l ) U Fn-’ (P,_ 1) is an 
arc. Lemma 10 can be applied to F”-‘(P,_I) n I and JF”-‘(P,_l) n I while 
.JF+‘(P,_I) n I must intersect STn,z, so that 
is an arc which extends from some unique point qna on the ray 0 = a, where cy = 
7r - arctan X, to the point q. Let 
Pn = F-rL(Fn-l(%I) ” Al2 ” (he, (0)\&,,z(O))): 
so that P,, is an arc contained in P = P,_ 1. Then P, satisfies Properties (l)-(3) of the 
statement, and also Fn(PrL) intersects each S,, for 7r/2 < t 6 01 in exactly one point, as 
does Fn-’ (P,_ I). Moreover, F7”(P,) n ST, intersects a ray lying to the left of the ray on 
which Fn-l(Pn_,) n S,, lies except that Fn(P,) n S,,, = F+‘(P+,) n ST,, = {q}. 
and Fn(P,) lies in Mz. Thus, the first part of the statement has been proved. 
It now follows from the fact that each P, satisfies Properties (2) and (3), that the 
Hausdorff limit of the arcs F’ (PI ) , F2 (Pz), . is an arc Q, which 
(1) is contained in Mz n D,,, (0)) 
(2) is the graph of some nondecreasing function f : [a b] + [- 1, 11, with [a, b] C 
[-1.11: 
(31 has the property that ifz < Y in [a,bl, then II(~,,L(~))l) G II(y,.fn(y))(/, and 
(4) has the property that if 0 is a ray contained in Mz. then 0 intersects Q in 
the unique point qs, and 410, q2o. q30, . converges to the point qe. Moreover, 
F(Q) > Q and Q C 2. 0 
Theorem 18. Suppose that F = Reo Jx for some X > 1 and 00 > 81. Suppose that q 
denotes the unique point in I n L,f n S,,, if 00 > 01; q = 0, otherwise. Then q is a 
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fixed point for F. There exists an arc P” on the line Lz which has initial point q and 
terminal point q1 on ,571 such that 
(1) F”(P”) is the graph of some continuous map fn : [a, b,] -+ [-1, l] such that 
(4 [a, b] C [O, co), a = r,q and gr(f,( [a, b])) C. w, where 
gr(fn(b,~nl)) = {(~,.fn(~)): z is in h&l}, 
(b) ifx < yin hbl, then II(~cIfn(~c))lI < Il(~,f~(~))ll, and 
(2) if 0 is a ray contained in Ml, then 0 intersects Fn(Pm) in the unique point qr@, 
and the sequence llqloll, Ilq2~]], llq3~11,. . d is ecreasing to someJinite value. 
The arcs F’(P”), F2(PW), . . . converge (with respect to the Hausdoflmetric) to the 
urc Qm, which 
(1) is contained in Ml, 
(2) is the graph of some continuousfunction f : [a, a~,+] -+ [7r9q, co,+], 
(3) has theproperty thatifx < Y in h&l, then Il(~,f(~))Il < Il(~,f(~))ll, and 
(4) has the property that if0 is a ray contained in Ml, then 0 intersects Q” in the 
unique point qg , and qpoS, q2%, q2%, . . . converges to the point qg . 
Moreover F(QW) = Q” and Q” C A. 
Because of symmetry, there must likewise exist an arc QE, and a fixed point q- in III 
(which is the unique point in III n LT n S,,, ), with the properties that 
(1) QF is contained in M3, 
(2) Qr is the graph of some continuousfinction f : [cm;, u-1 + [co,, rgq-] (where 
7r,q_ = a_), 
(3) ifz<yin [m;, a-1, then II(~,f(~))II 2 Il(~,f(~))ll, and 
(4) if 0 is a ray contained in M3, then 0 intersects Q? in a unique point qE*. 
Moreover F(QDC)) = QE and QF C 2. 
Proof. This proof is similar to the last, but is actually easier, so we omit it. 0 
Theorem 19. Zf F = Re, Jx for some X > 1, and 00 > 0, then 5 = A. Further g 
and B are continua in Y that separate Y, Y\B has exactly two components, and 
F(B) = B, F(& = 5. 
Proof. Clearly, B G B G A. Thus, we need to show that B 2 A. Since for each 
12, Fn(II%,) is a continuum contained in F”(A), any Hausdorff limit of a subsequence 
of F’(IW,), F2&), IS a continuum contained in A. Since each Fn(IW,) contains 
(0, 4% CO;}, the union of all Hausdorff limits of these subsequences is a continuum 
contained in A. It follows from the previous lemmas that E\B C II1 (0), F(B) = B, 
and F(g) = E. Since each Fn (IF&) separates Y, so do 5 and B. Also, it should be 
clear that Y\g has exactly two unbounded components. Let U+ denote that unbounded 
component of Y\B that contains yyf, and U- denote that unbounded component of 
Y\B that contains co;. Then Y\B = Uf U U-, F(U+) = U+, and F(U-) = U-. 
We write RJ for Reo Jx. If & < 81, then we can apply Theorem 16 to get the 
result. Hence, we assume that 00 > 01. If 2 is in x\g then without loss of generality, 
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Fig. 15. The figure shows some of the sets involved in the proofs of Theorems 19 and 20. 
we can assume z is in Dt (0): if z is not in D,(O), then there exists some integer N 
such that if n 3 N, then F-“(z) is in D,(O). Note also that F(x\B) = x\B, and 
(x\E) n 01(O) # 0. See Fig. 15. Further, we may assume that z is not the fixed point 
4 of Lemma 14(l), which is on I n LGA n S,,, , since i\g must be uncountable. 
Claim (See previous lemmas). 
(1) rfz is in R(M; Uhf;), then d(F-‘(x),0) > d(z,O). 
(2) Zfz is in R(Acf- U A&<), then d(F-‘(z), 0) < d(z, 0). 
Suppose then that z # Q is in (x\E) n (I U II) n DI (0). There is some arc 7’, such 
that z is one endpoint of T,, ca$ is the other endpoint of T,, but T, n ?i is empty and 
CJ is not in T,. If for infinitely many 72, F-“(T,) n Iw, is not empty, then for each of 
those n, there exists some z, in F-” (T,) n IL!,, and Fn(z,) in T, n Fn(IW,). Since 
T, is compact, we may assume that some sequen_ce Fnl (zn, ), Fnz(zn,), . . . converges 
to the point z’ in T,, which implies that T, n I3 is not empty. Thus, there is some 
positive integer Ni such that if n 2 Ni, then F-n(Tz) n IR, = 0. It also follows that 
for each n > Ni, Fen(Tz) f? (III U IV) = 0, for otherwise Fpn(Tz) n JR, # 0. We can 
assume then without loss of generality that for each R, F-“(z) $! (III U IV U IFi,) and 
F-“(T,) n R, = 0. 
Note that any point z # q in (A\B) fY (I U II) is eventually in I under iteration by 
F-l: such a z cannot be undergoing rotation by R-’ that is enough to rotate it across 
the z-axis (and all the way back into II), for then some point of T, is mapped across 
the z-axis, and that can’t happen. Thus, each application of R-’ maps z closer to the 
positive y-axis in II or into I, and then J-’ moves it closer still to the positive y-axis. but 
moves no point from I into II or III or IV. Thus, if z is in II, then eventually F- 
gets moved over the positive y-axis, never to return. Thus, we can assume that each -- 
z is in (A\B) n I, and T, does not contain q. 
Now if for some n, F-n(z) is in 
k 
such 
D,,, (0) n R(M, 1: 
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then for all m > n, Pm(z) is in D,,, (0) n R(M,-): for such a point E = Fen(z), 
R-‘(Z) is rotated by some 8 3 81 in the clockwise direction, but remains the same 
distance from 0. Then J-‘R-l (Z) = F-l(-) x is moved closer to 0 if R-’ (Z) is in Ml-, 
and is at the same distance from 0 if R-‘(E) is in Ml-\M,- and F-‘(E) is in Ml-. 
Then R-‘F-‘(2) is rotated by at least 191 in the clockwise direction, but not across the 
z-axis, so that R-l F-‘(E) is in Mr-, and again J-‘R-‘F-‘(Z) = F-*(Z) is moved 
closer to the origin. This process continues, with the clockwise rotation always greater 
than 191. But then eventually, F-“(z) must get into Ml- ! and stay there, from which it 
follows that it must eventually cross the z-axis. This cannot happen. Thus, for each n, 
Fpn(z) is not in 
De, (0) n Wf, 1. 
Suppose Fpn(z) # q is in 
Di (O)\Dr,, (0) ” WG) 
for some n. It follows from Lemma 15 that for some m > n, Fsm(z) is in_M;\Di (0) 
and it can never return, which is a contradiction to z being an element of A. Likewise, 
Fpm(z) cannot be a member of 
{y in 01(O) n R(M,-): y is above Q”}. 
Let 
Ul = {y E DI (0) n R(M,-): y is above Q-} U (DT,+ (0) n R(M,-)). 
Then the backward orbit of z cannot enter Ul, and for each n, F-“(z) is in 
(DrO, (0) n W’%J) u (Di(O)\Dr,, (0) n (R(W)\~+ 
Now it cannot be the case that for each n, Fpn(z) is in (DTo, (0) n R(MT)), for then 
eventually the backward orbit moves out of the unit disk and out of x. Likewise, if for 
each n, F-“(z) is in (01(O) n R(Mlp )), then eventually the backward orbit of z moves 
across the z-axis. Thus, for infinitely many n, F-“(z) is in (DTBI (0) II R(h/l,)) and, 
for infinitely many n, F-“(z) is in 
((DI (0)\Dr,l (0)) ” R(M,))\U1. 
Choose 721 such that Fpn’ (z) is in D,,, (0) n R(M;), and Fpnlpl(z) is in 
(DI (O)\Dr,, (0)) ” R(M, ). 
Let z’ = Fe”’ (2). But then R-‘(d) is in D,,, (0) and J-l moves R-‘(i) closer to 
the positive y-axis, which means that F-’ (z’) is not in 
(DI (O)\D,,, (0)) n R(M; ). 
Again we have a contradiction. 
Then no point above B is in A\B. By symmetry, no point below B is in A. Thus, 
X=E. 0 
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Theorem 20. If F = Re, Jx for some X > 1 and 0, > 0, then C3 = g = AI. 
Proof. Clearly, C3 C 2. Thus, we need to show that C3 > A. Now F(C3) = C3, and 
Y\C3 = (v+)” u (iqO! 
with F(V+)” = (V+)“, and F(P)” = (V-)“. We show that (Vf) = Vf. The other 
case follows by symmetry. 
We write RJ for Re,Jx. If 2 is in (x\C3) n ((V+)“\V+), then without loss of 
generality, we can assume ~7: is in D,(O): f i z is not in D,(O), then there exists some 
integer N such that if n 3 N, then F-“(x) is in 01(O). Note also that F(A\C3) = 
A\C3> and (A\C3) n DI (0) # 0. 
Claim (See previous lemmas). 
(1) Zfx is in R(MF U Ad;), then d(F-‘(x),0) > d(x,O). 
(2) Zfx is in R(M,- U Ad;). then d(F-l(z), 0) < d(z, 0). 
Suppose then that z # q is in (x\C3) n (If+)” fs DI (0). There is some arc T, such 
that 2 is one endpoint of T,, cc~$ IS the other endpoint of T,, but T, n C3 = 0 and 
(I $ T, If for some 72, F-” (T,) n C3 # 0, then there exists some z, in F-” (T,) n C3, 
and Fn(z,) E T, n Fn(C3) # 0. Thus, for each n, F-“(T,) f% C3 = 0, and it follows 
that F-n(T,) n (V-)” = 0. 
Note that any point z in II n (A\C3) n (If+)” 1s eventually in I under iteration by 
F-‘. (First, no point can map under R-’ from II into III or back to II after crossing the 
z-axis. Doing so would map some point of T, to C3 under F-’ .) However, as in the 
previous argument, no such point z can stay in II or IV under iteration by F-‘. Thus, 
eventually, F-“(z) gets moved over the positive y-axis, never to return. Likewise, if z 
is in IVn(A\C3)n(V+)“, th en eventually F-“(x) is moved across the negative y-axis, 
never to return. But this would force some image of T, to intersect C3, and that cannot 
happen. Hence, we can assume that 2 is in (I U III) n (i\C3) n (If+)“. As before, we 
assume 5 # q. 
Now if for some n, F-“(x) is in 
4, (0) n R(M, 1, 
then for all m > n, F-m(x) is in D,,, (0) n R(M,-). For such a point Z = Fpn(x), 
R-’ (2) is rotated by some 6J 3 01 in the clockwise direction, but remains the same 
distance from 0. Then J-‘R-‘(Z) = F-l(-) IC IS moved closer to 0 (or if R-‘(E) is in 
M-\M,-, same distance to 0), since F-’ (E) must be in R(M,-). But then R-‘F-’ (2) is 
rotated by more than 81 in the clockwise direction, and again J-'R-'F- ’ (5) = F-*(Z) 
is moved closer to the origin. This process continues, with the clockwise rotation always 
greater than 81. But then eventually, F-“(z) must cross the z-axis, enter IV and intersect 
C3, since eventually it is mapped out of IV by F-l, and this cannot happen. Thus, for 
each ‘n: F-“(z) is not in D,,, (0) n R(M,), and, similarly, F-“(x) is not in D,,, (0) n 
R(hf,- ). 
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Suppose F-“(z) # q is in 
(WO)\%, (0)) ” Wf,) 
for some n. It follows from Lemma 15 that for some m > 72, F-“(z) is in_&-\@(O) 
and it can never return, which is a contradiction to z being an element of A. Likewise, ~ - 
Fmm(z) cannot be a member of (1~ in R(Mt-) n Q(O): y is above Q”}. Let 
~ - 
VI = {y in R(M,-) n D1 (0): y is above Q-} U (R(Mle) n D,,, (0)), 
and let 
UII~ = {y in R(M,-) ” D,(O): y is above Q”}. 
Then the backward orbit of 2 cannot enter Ul U UIII, and for each n, Fen(z) is in 
(Wf; 1” Dr,, (‘8) u ( (DI (O)\Dr,, (0)) ” R(M, 1) 
or for each n, F-“(x) is in 
(Wf,) ” D,,, (0)) u ((01 (O)\& (0)) ” R(M; )> . 
Suppose that for each n, Fen(z) is in 
(Wf;) “or,, (0)) u ((@(O)\%, (0)) ” Wf,)). 
The other case is similar. As before, it cannot be that for each n, F-“(X) is in (R(M..)” 
DTeL(0)), for then eventually the backward orbit moves out of the unit disk and out 
of A. Likewise, if for each 12, F-“(x) is in (R(M,-) ” D](O)), then eventually the 
backward orbit of z moves across the z-axis, into IV, and across CF. Thus, for infinitely 
many n, F-n(z) is in (R(M;) ” D,,, (0)), and for infinitely many n, F-“(x) is in 
(0 (O)\&, (0)) ” W’J,). Ch oose nt such that F-“’ (x) is in D,,, (0) n R(M;), and 
F-nl-l(s) is in (Dl(O)\D,, (0)) n R(M,-). Let F-nl(z) = z’. Then R-‘(z’) is in 
MT, and F-‘(2’) = J-‘R”(2) is furth er away from 0 than is R-’ (2) or z’, and 
F-‘(2) cannot be in (01 (O)\D,,, (0)) n R(M[), so again we have a contradiction. 
Likewise the analogous situation in III cannot occur. 
Hence, no point is in (V+)“\V+. By symmetry, no point is in (V-)“\V-. Thus 
A= CF, (V+)” = V+ and (V-)” = VP. 0 
Lemma 21. Zf E > 0, F is a finite composition of RQ,,‘s and Jx’s Cfor some X > 1 and 
f& > 0), and D, (0) is not contained in A, then there is a one-to-one image E of a 
ray which extends from the initial point 00: and intersects DE(O). Also, F(E) = E, 
E n x = 8, and a dense open subset E’ of E has the property that if z is in E’, then z 
wanders from CCI$ to either co; or 00;. 
Proof. Since DE(0)\A # 0, we can choose some point x in DE(0)\x. Note that 
DE(O)\2 is an open set, and for some least n, F-“(z) is not in AC,. There is some open 
set u such that 5 is in u s DE(0)\i, and F-“(u) C A_I\Ao. Then {Pm(u): m > n} 
is mutually disjoint, which in turn implies that (F-m(~)),~a converges to co:, and 
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(F”(x)) maa converges to either co: or cc;. Since F-“(X) is in A_ 1 \Ao, there is an arc 
P, from F-“(z) to F-‘“-‘(X) in (A_lUA_,)\Ao with F-‘(P,)nP, = {F-“-‘(z)}. 
Let E = {cc,‘> U UmEZ F” (pT). Then E is the set with the properties desired. 0 
4. Results for random sequences of maps 
Suppose that for given X > 1 and 0, > 0, CeO,x is the set of sequences e = 
(e-1. c2,. . .) with the property that for each n in W, e_, = Jx or e-, = Rs,,. For each 
e = (e-i, e-2>. . .) in J&A, let 
W, = n e-i o e-2 0.. o ecm(A). 
77x21 
Since Ro,(A) g A and Jx(A) C A, for each such sequence e = (e-i, e-2,. . .), 
A 2 e_](A) 2 e-1 o e_?(A) 2 ... 2 W,. 
In fact, the Hausdorff limit of the sequence A, e-l(A), e-1 oe_z(A), . . . is the continuum 
W,. Let WsO,x = {We: e is in J&x}. Now 14’e0,~ is a subset of the space F(A) of 
all continua contained in A, when that space of continua is endowed with the topology 
induced by the Hausdorff metric on F(A). That topology is the same as the Vietoris 
topology on F(A), and F(A) . 1s a compact metric space. If {bi, b2. , bk} is a finite 
collection of open sets in A, then [bl, b2, . . . : bkl denotes the set of all points (continua) 
K in F(A) such that K C U,“=, bi and K n bi # 8 for any i E { 1. . . , k}. The collection 
{ rbl, b, . . . ,&I: {h,h,. . . , bk} is a finite collection of open sets in A} 
is a basis for the Vietoris topology on F(A). 
Define a block to be a finite sequence d = (di , dz, . . , d,) with the property that for 
each ml such that 1 < m. 6 11: d,, = Reo or d, = Jx. We are particularly interested in 
sequences in CQ,,J that contain certain blocks, and usually those that contain an infinite 
collection of those blocks. To be precise, we say that the sequence e = (e-1, e-2, . .) 
contains the block d = (dl, dz.. . . d,) if, for some Ic, e_k_-m = d, for 1 < m < n. 
We say that the sequence e = (e-1, e-2,. . .) is periodic if there exists some block 
d = (d, > d2,. . . , dn) such that e consists of the block d repeated over and over again, 
i.e., for each positive integer j, e_i_7Lj = di for 1 < i < n. The collection l4’2,, = 
{W, E WQ”,X: W, is periodic} is countable, because, of course, the collection of all 
blocks is countable. 
The standard measure on J&,X is the product measure pL,. where in the discrete factor 
space { Reo, JA lx), the measure p( RQ,, ) = l/2 = p( Jx). It is known that the measure of the 
collection ETA = {e in C&A: e contains an infinite collection of copies of every block} 
has measure 1, i.e., ~,(CB~,X) = 1. This fact is used in the proof of our last theorem. 
Suppose that PA denotes a measure on A such that /LA(c) < x for each compact 
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subset C of A that does not contain either cc,f or cc;, and PA(o) = ~A(&‘,(o)) = 
pA ( JX (0)) > 0 for 0 a nonempty, open set in A. 
Proposition 22. Suppose X > 1 and 80 > 0. Then W = WeO,x is homeomorphic to a 
Cantor set, when W is topologized by the Hausdorf metric. 
Proof. Note that the collection D~A = {di o d2 o . . . o d,(A): d = (dl, dz, . . . , d,) is 
a block (with respect to Reo and JJ,)} is a countable collection of sets contained in A, 
and that 
A 2 dl(A) 2 dl o d*(A) 2 . . . 2 dl o d2 0.. . o dn(A). 
Write R for ReO and J for Jx. The collection D~A, t = {gr , gz}, where gt = [J(A)] n 
W, and 92 = [J(A),A\J(A)l n W, is a mutually disjoint cover of W consisting of 
sets that are both open and closed in W. Now the homeomorphisms J and R induce 
homeomorphisms on W, which we also denote by J and R without loss of generality. 
Let 
oG,z = {J(a) I-- W: i=1,2}U{R(gi)nW: i=1,2} 
= {Si,,& (’ , ) 21 22 is a 2-element sequence of l’s and 2’s). 
Inductively, having defined the cover 
DC&l = {%,,iz )..., il: (ii, i2, . . , il) is an l-element sequence of l’s and 2’s}, 
define 
Without loss of generality, assume that for each 1, gi, ,i *,..., il C gi, ,i *,., ,,il_, . Then for each 
finite sequence (it, 52,. . , il), let 
z~,,~ *,..., il = n Qil,iz,...,if. 
l&l 
Hence, the collection @,,A = {$i,,iz ,___, ii: (il, i2, . . . , il) is a finite sequence of l’s and 
2’s) is a basis of open and closed (and therefore compact) sets for the subspace W of 
F(A). We may, in addition, assume that for each & ,iz,, ,,iL E Deo,x, since $, ,iz,. ,,iL 2 
di, 0 di, 0 ’ . ’ o di, (A) for some unique sequence (di, , dil, . . , dil) of R’S and J’S, that 
whenever ij = 1, di) = J, and whenever ij = 2, dif = R. Then 
0;~ = { 14, 0 di, 0 . . . o di, (A)] n W: (di, , di,, . , dil) is a finite sequence 
of R’s and J’s} 
is a countable basis of open and closed (and therefore compact) sets for the subspace 
W. The remainder of this argument is a straightforward application of the topology on 
W induced by the Hausdorff metric on this subspace of continua in Y, and we omit the 
proof. 0 
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Proposition 23. The countable collection W& f o continua is dense in the collection 
W~,,X (in the Hausdog metric sense). 
Proof. Give D~,,J the meaning that it had in the previous argument, so that Doo,x is 
a countable basis of open and closed sets for the subspace Weo,x of F(A). Suppose 
that e = (e-1, e-2,. .) is in CoO,~, and for each n, let on denote the periodic sequence 
(e-1: e-2,. , e-n, e-1, e-2:. . . , e_-12,. . .). Then the sequence 
A, e-l(A), e-1 o e-z(A). . 
converges to W, the sequence 
diam(A), diam(e_i(A)), diam(e_1 o e-z(A)), . . . 
converges to 0 (where the diameter is taken with respect to the Hausdorff metric); and 
for each n, e-1 o e-2 0.. . o e-n(A) > We u IV,,. It follows that for E > 0, there is 
N such that if n > N, then the Hausdorff distance from W,to W,, is less than E. The 
result follows. 0 
Proposition 24. Suppose that e = (e-1, e-2,. . .) and e’ = (e\,, ey2,. . .) are sequences 
in 2&,x such that for some n and n’, e-n--a = ey,,_i for each i. Then W,O # 8 if and 
only if W,S # 0. 
Proof. Let e” = (e_,, e-,-l;. . .) = (e’+, , ey,,_, , . . .). Then W,l = e\, 0 eL2 0 . . .o 
(We,,) and We = e-1 o e-2 o . .. o e-,+1 (We//). Then W,O # 8 if and only if 
and W,S, # 8 if and only if W,9 # 8. 0 
Remark 25. One important difference between the periodic case (the boundary continua 
in the collection W& -see Lemmas 5 and 6) and the random case (boundary continua 
in WS,,X\W$+ ) is that it can never happen that a member of We:,, has interior outside 
of Ao, while it can happen that a member of W~,,X\ WO& has interior outside Ao. For 
example, if we take the sequence in &,,A with - 1 member Jx and all other members Re, 
(that is, we are considering the boundary continuum W = Jxo Reo 0 Re,, 0 Reo 0. . ’ (A)), 
then W\A, has interior which is exactly that portion of the ellipse El = Jx(D1 (0)) which 
is outside Dt (0). In fact, if e = (e-1, e-2, . .) is a sequence such that W,O # 0, then 
ifd= (dt,~&~...,d,) is a block, then the sequence e’ = (di,dz,. . . ,d,, e-1, e-2,. . .) 
also gives a boundary continuum We I with interior, as does any sequence formed by 
lopping off an initial segment of e, i.e., if k is a positive integer, then Wek, where 
e = (e-k, e-k-1,. . .) has nonempty interior. 
Theorem 26. Suppose X > 1 and 00 > 0. Let 
Geo,~ = {We in W eO,x: We is an arclike, indecomposable continuum}. 
Then Ge,,x is not empty, and Ge,,x is a dense, G&-subset of We,,x. (Note that each 
member of Goo,~ must therefore have empty interior) 
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Proof. For each positive integer n, let H, = {dl o d2 o . . . o d,: d = (d, , dZ, . . . , d,) is 
a block with n elements}. Then H, is a collection of exactly 2” homeomorphisms, and 
if E > 0, there is some Em > 0 such that if C = {Q, cl, . . . , cm} is a tiling chain in A 
of mesh less than cnr then for each dl o d2 o . . . o d, in H,, the collection 
dl od20’. .od,(C)={dlod20.-od&): O<i<m} 
is a tiling chain of mesh less than E. Let R = Reo and J = Jx. 
Choose a positive integer Ic so that lc& is not an odd multiple of 7r/2, but MO > 
7r/2. Let R” = R. There is some 1 such that J1 o R o J’(A) n A0 has the same number 
of components as the intersection of R(IW,) with the y-axis, and each component of 
J1 o R o J1 (A) n A0 extends from one vertical boundary of A0 to the other and does not 
intersect either horizontal boundary. Let J1 = ?, and let 70 R o F = g. (See the proof 
of Theorem 13 if more details are needed. The idea is that R(IW,) n IR, has a positive 
odd number of components. Applying J1 to the set A first flattens and thins it, so that 
it approximates the set Iw,, then R “stirs” this set J’(A) in the unit disk, and then J1 
flattens and squeezes much of the set EJl(A) out of the unit disk, so that the resulting - - - 
set J o R o J(A) has the same number of components as R(IW,) n R,, but in addition, 
stretches from one vertical boundary of A0 to the other and does not intersect either 
horizontal boundary.) 
For each d^= dl odzo...od, in H,, consider the composition d^o g. Note that 
d^o g(A) n A0 has at least three components, and has at least the same number of 
components as g(A) n Ao, since 
(1) R does not change aA,-,, while it does stir points inside Ao, and 
(2) applying J can squeeze some the complication added by applying the R’s outside 
Ao, but it adds no complication itself. 
Let PR = {(q,z~) E Y: x1 2 -l}, PL = {(x1,x2) E Y: 51 < l}, and PC = 
PR n PL. There are 
(1) a component cW; of PL n (d o g(A)) that contains the point cc:, 
(2) a component coo; of PR n (d o g(A)) that contains the point 00;~ and 
(3) a component 4 of PC n (20 g(A)) that contains the point 0. 
Further, no two of the components co3+, coo,, and t.50 intersect. 
There is some integer Ic,,t such that J’n,l (A) can be partitioned into a closed chain 
G,l ={c(72,1,o),c(~,1,1),..., c(n, 1, a,,,)} with links c(n, 1, i) of such small diame- 
ter that the mesh of the closed chain g(Cn,t) = {g(c(n, 1, i)): 0 < i 6 a,,~} is less than 
Ed. Thus, the mesh of each tiling chain do g(Cn,l) = {d^o g(c(n, 1, i)): 0 < i 6 a,,~} 
is less than E. 
Recall that the collection Doo,x defined in Proposition 22 gives a countable basis of 
open and closed sets for Woo,x. Each g^zl,i,,...,i, n Doo,x is associated with the unique 
composition di, o di, 0. . . o di,, where dir = J if ii = 1 and dir = R if ii = 2, in the 
sense that Gi, ,iZ,. .+ > di, o di, o . . . 0 di, (A). It follows that 
D~A = {dl o d2 0 . . 0 d,(A) n We,,x: n is a positive integer, 
di=Rordi=Jforeachisuchthatl<i<n} 
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is a countable basis of open and closed sets for WOo,~. Then for each dl 0 d2 0 ’ . 0 
dTL(A) = d^(A) in r oO,x, there is some finite composition g2 of J’s and R’s such that 
(1) d^og~(A) is a closed (nonempty) subset of d^(A) and [d^o ga(A)ln We,,,x is open 
in the space WQ,,,~; 
(2) d^o gi(A) n A0 has at least three components; 
(3) there is a component Q of PI, n (20 ga(A)) that contains the point 002; 
(4) there is a component cot; of PR n (20 gG(A)) that contains the point SI;; 
(5) there is a component (X0 of PC n (20 ga(A)) that contains the point 0; 
(6) no two of the components cocz, c_, , and CO intersect; and 
(7) d^o gi(A) admits a tiling chain of mesh less than l/2. 
Then if G1 = { [d^o g,-(A)] n W oo,x: d^(A) is in &&}, IJGI is an open dense subset 
of WQ,,.~. (Note that for d = dl o d2 o . . . 0 d, E H,, gd = g 0 J”-,’ .) 
Now yoke 7 = g was chosen so that g(A) nAo has the same number of components as 
the intersection of R(IR,) with the y-axis, and each component of g(A)nAo extends from 
one vertical boundary of A0 to the other and does not intersect either horizontal boundary. 
Further, Ic,. 1 was chosen so that J’-‘(A) can be written as a closed chain C,,l = 
(c(71. 1: O), c(n, 1) l), . , c(n. 1, a,,~)} with links c(n, 1, i) of such small diameter that 
the mesh of the closed chain g(Cn,l) =_{g(c(rr, 1 ;i)): ,O < i < a,,~} is sufficiently 
small that the mesh of each tiling chain do g(Cn.l) = {d o g(c(n, 1, i)): 0 < i < a,,~} 
is less than l/2. Note that g;i-o g = g 0 .I Icn,l o g and g; o g(A) n A0 has at least nine 
components: 
_ there is a component (ZXz of PL n (d o gd o g(A)) that contains the point 002; 
- there is a component cm, of PR n (d o gd o g(A)) that contains the point m; ; 
_ there is a component CZ,I of PC n (20 g2 o g(A)) that contains the point 0; and 
- no two of the components cm;, cZ_; ! and 4 intersect. 
For each n, there is some integer kn,2 such that J”-,‘(A) can be written as a closed 
chain Cn,2 = {c(n, 2>0), c(q 2, l), . , c(n, 2, ~2)) with links c(q2.i) of such small 
diameter that the mesh of the closed chain 
d^o gd^ 0g(Cn,2) = (20 gd^ 0 g(c(n, 2, i)): 0 < i < c&,2} 
is sufficiently small that the mesh of each tiling chain 
Zog(C,,,) = {d^og(c(n, I,i)): 0 < i < &,I} 
is less than l/4. Let gi o g o J kn,z = gds2 (so that for each dam H,, gJ,2 = go .J”-z’ o g o 
J”n .z). 
Thus, for each z(A) in D~x, there is some finite composition ga,2 of J’s and R’s 
such that 
(1) d^o gi,2(A) is an open and closed (nonempty) subset of [z(A)] n WQ,,~; 
(2) zo gd,2(A) n AC, has at least nine components: 
(3) d^o gz,2(A) n (A0 U Al) has at least three components; 
(4) there is a component (EWZ of PL n (20 g;,2(A)) that contains the point cc:; 
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(5) there is a component Cm, of PR n (d o g2 2(A)) that contains the point 00;; 
(6) there is a component (Es of PC n (20 g~,~(i)) that contains the point 0; 
(7) no two of the components Coo;, C:_; , and C$ intersect; and 
(8) d^o ga,2(A) admits a tiling chain of mesh less than l/4. 
Then, if GZ = { [d^o ~i,~(A)l n WeO,x: d^(A) - is in &,,J}, U Gz is an open dense subset 
of W&,x. 
We can continue this process. At the mth step we obtain a finite composition gd,m of 










d^o gd,,(A) is an open and closed (nonempty) subset of [z(A)] n We,,x; 
d^ o gi m (A) n A0 has at least 3” components (each stretching from vertical 
boundary to vertical boundary of Ao), 
d^oga,(A)n(AouA,u.. . U A,_ I) has at least three components (each stretching 
from ‘far vertical boundary to far vertical boundary of A0 u AI u . . . u A,_,); 
there is a component @Coo; of PL n (d o g; ,(A)) that contains the point 00:; 
h ’ 
there is a component &_-, of PR n (d o gi ,(A)) that contains the point 00;; 
there is a component 4 of PC n (20 g2 ,(A)) that contains the point 0; 
no two of the components Cm:, Cm,, and 4 intersect; and 
d^o gd 2(A) admits a tiling chain of mesh less than 1/2m. 
if G, = #O ga,,(A)l n WA,,S - - d(A) is in DB,,,~}, UGm is an open dense 
subset of W~,,J. 
Let %,,A = G = n&J G,), so that G~,,J is a dense G&-subset of Weo,x. It 
follows from the construction that each member W, of Goo,~ is arclike (because of the 
application of carefully chosen, but arbitrarily large compositions of J’s, which mean 
that each point (continuum) in GeO,x has a chain cover of mesh less than 1/2m). It also 
follows that the composant of ?V, that contains oc,’ is disjoint from the composant of 
W, that contains co;, because of the folding introduced first by the application of a 
composition of R’s, and then squeezed out of the unit disk and “thinned” to the desired 
width by an application of J’s. Thus, W, is an indecomposable, arclike continuum, and 
(We)’ is empty. 0 
Theorem 27. Suppose X > 1 and 190 > 0. Let 
MQ,,,J = {W, in Weo,x: e = (e-1, e-2,. . .) contains an injnite number 
of copies of all blocks of Jx ‘s and Reo S}, 
and let M~A = {e E Coo,x: W, E Me,,x}. Then Mxx has measure 1 in CeO,x, 
and each member W, of Mo,,A has empty interior and contains an indecomposable 
continuum which contains the points 0, 00; and rx,‘. 
Proof. Let J = JX and R = Rs,. As in the last proof, we use the collection 
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DjA = { [d, o dz 0.. -&&41 nWe,,x: d= (dlld2,...,&) 
is a block (with respect to RQ,, and J,)}, 
since this collection is a countable basis of open and closed sets for WQ,,,J,. As before, 
denote each dl o dz o . ’ . o d,(A) as z(A). Note first that since for each m, there exist 
blocks of the form d = (dl , d2, . . . ,d,) with di = J for each i, no We in Mo,,A can 
have interior: if We in MO,J has interior, then for some i, 
o= ((&+-)i@ 
and o has some positive measure cy. For each j, let oj = (e-t o e-2 o ... o e-j)-‘(o). 
Thus, pA(o3) = c~ for each j. Now 
and it is possible to choose m so large that ,%,J(J~(U;=~ AL) n (Us=, Al)) is less than 
3o/4. There is some Ic such that e-k-3 = J for 1 < j < m. Now We/, where e’ = 
(e-k-m-t, e-k--m_2,. . .), is a continuum in A, and 
since 
ok c J” 
(8A$n(8A$ 
But then Q = PA (Ok) < PA (J”(UIZo Al) n (&, Al)) < 3a/4, and this is a contra- 
diction. 
Choose a positive integer k so that IcOo is not an odd multiple of 7r/2, but kO0 > 
7r/2. Let Rk = E. There is some 1 such that J1 o k o J’(A) n A0 has the same number 
of components as the intersection of @I%,) with the y-axis, and each component of 
.I1 o E o J1 (A) Ti A0 extends from one vertical boundary of A0 to the other and does not 
intersect either horizontal boundary. Let J1 = ?, and let 70 E o 7 = g. 
Note that blocks associated with the composition g occur in each sequence e such that 
We is in Mo,,,J,. Let PR = {(51,x2) E Y: 21 2 -l}, PL = {(x~,cI~) E Y: ZI < 1): 
and PC: = PR n PL. Roughly, if h is any finite composition of J’s and R’s, then 
h o g(A) n A0 can be rather more complicated topologically than is g(A) n Ao, but it 
cannot simplify the set g(A) n Aa-it just adds more squeezing and winding. To be more 
precise: h o g(A) n A0 has at least three components, and 
(1) there is a component t?Imz of PL n ($0 gJ,2(A)) that contains the point occ),f; 
(2) there is a component CIo3; of PR n (20 gJ,2(A)) that contains the point co;; 
(3) there is a component GJ of PC n (d^o gd,2(A)) that contains the point 0; and 
(4) no two of the components CIoo~, Cm;, and r&r intersect. 
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Likewise, if h is any finite composition of J’s and R’s, then 
(1) h o g2(A) fl A0 has at least nine components; 
(2) h o g2 (A) n (A0 U Al) has at least three components; 
(3) there is a component Cm: of PL f~ (d 0 gd 2(A)) that contains the point CQ,’ ; 
(4) there is a component Cm, of PR f’ (20 gdl, (A)) that contains the point co; ; 
(5) there is a component Co of PC n (20 gi ,(A)) that contains the point 0; and 
(6) no two of the components CM;, Cm;, and G intersect. 
We can continue this process. At the ,mth step we obtain for each finite composition 
h of J’s and R’s, the finite composition h, o g”’ with the following properties: 
(I) hop(A)nA 0 h as at least 3m components (each stretching from vertical boundary 
to vertical boundary of A& 
(m) hogm(A)n(AouA1u- - 1 U A,_, ) has at least three components (each stretching 
from far vertical boundary to far vertical boundary of & U Al U . . . U A,_ ,); 
(m + 1) there is a component Cm, of I$, n (do gi *(A)) that contains the point 00;; 
,. ’ 
(m + 2) there is a component ~5~; of 8’8 fl (d o gcj,2(A)) that contains the point 00;; 
(m + 3) there is a component C$ of PC r7 (20 gi,2(A)) that contains the point 0; and 
(m t 4) no two of the components C,;, Cm,, and CO intersect. 
Each I+‘, in A.&,,x is derived from the sequence e which contains blocks of the form 
h,ogm, and, in fact, e begins with an initial segment corresponding to the composition 
hog”. Also, W, contains a continuum VV: irreducible from oo,’ to 0. However, because 
of these initial segments, such a continuum must also contain co;. Then, again because 
of these initial segments, the continuum Wl must be irreducible between co: and co; 
and 0. Then WF is indecomposable, and the proof is finished. 0 
Remark. It is probably the case that each member of Mo~,J is indecomposable. The 
sticking point seems to be obtaining the irreducibility of each IV,. 
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